A new theoretical treatment of the magnetic susceptibility of substitutionally disordered alloys is presented. This treatment goes beyond the existing treatments of the susceptibility of alloys in several important respects, although in the present paper (I of this series) it is confined to zero temperature and the random-phase approximation (RPA). Unlike treatments based on the singlesite approximation, it yields results for the exchange-enhanced local susceptibilities 7;, (~} as a function of the local environment-of sites i and j. Speci6cally, it includes the strong effects of the nonlinearity of the dependence of the X;, (co) on local environments and the e8'ects of short-range order on the uniform susceptibility X(O, co). This treatment goes beyond a11 previous cluster treatments of the susceptibility by treating exactly the embedding of a cluster in a given eN'ective medium. Even more important, it is the Srst cluster theory to include exchange-enhancement efkcts in the embedding medium. Disorder in the exchange enhancement and in the local band susceptibility are treated on an equal footing. Finally, the formal connection between alloy band theory and the random-phase-approximation theory of alloy susceptibilities is elucidated. In particular, the problem of choosing the best self-consistency condition for the determination of the susceptibility g(q,~) of the effective medium is considered in detail in 1ight of the known results of alloy band theory. In the following two papers of this series, the theory presented here is extended to treat the local magnetization of alloys and the susceptibility in the presence of moments, and to include the effects of quantum and thermal spin fluctuations in a manner consistent with the results of renormalization-group theory.
where A' (co) is defined in exactly the same way as the matrix A(co) was defined in Eq. (2.10) of Sec. II A except for the replacement of 5u(co) by 5u' (co), and where the summations over k and l again extend only over the subspace C.
Thus, the fractional change in the uniform susceptibility is given by the expression In this case Eq. (1.5) can be written in the form X;, (co)=l;/(co)+51;, (co)+u(co) Q I,"(co)Xk/(co}+Q [u(co)5I ( /co) +I k(co)5uk(co)]Xk, (co) .
The FT of this equation is given by (2.25) X", (co)=+[A '(co)]", 'X//(co)+pa/ ( )51co,(co) (2.27) X;/(co) = X;/(co)+g a;k5I k/(co)
( 2.26) where k, I, and m are restricted to the subspace C' and the matrix A is defined by the equation
Finally, substituting Eq. (2.27) to extend the 5I, , to somewhat larger distances. In the following section we present an alternative"more sophisticated, but computationally more feasible formalism for the calculation of X(co) and 5X(co)/X(co). That formalism, which draws upon the techniques of CPA theories ' for the band structure of alloys characterized by off-diagonal disorder, involves the inversion of a 2n &&2n matrix rather than an (n +n') X(n +n') matrix.
A. Comparison of the equations for 7;J-(u) and for 6;~(~)
In a site {or cluster) representation the single-particle Green's function, G;, (co) hence, obtain X;;(~), one must somehow determine h, (cu) . In order to do that"we follow the usual procedure of embedding the site (or cluster) 0 in an eff'ective medium. Then, because bo(m) is independent of the occupation of the site (or cluster) 0, bo(co) is equal to b, (co), the renormalized interactor for the pure, translationally invariant effective medium. Placing effective medium on site (or cluster) i, as well as on all other sites, one finds from Eq. (3.9b) the result (3.16b)
Finally, using Eq. (3.12) one obtains the desired equation,
(3.17) the alloy density of states n(~) is in principle equal to the spectral-weight function A;(co) for any site in the embedded cluster. Thus, X(co) depends explicitly on the embedding efFective medium, whereas n(co) depends on it only to the extent that it affects the spectral weight AQ(co) on the central site of the embedded cluster.
Second, for strongly-exchange-enhanced alloys the dependence of X;;(ro) on the local environment of the site i is much more nonlinear than is the dependence of A;(ro) on local environment.
Third, and probably most important, unlike the dependence of A;(co) on local environment, the dependence of X;;(co}on local environment is very long ranged for strongly-exchange-enhanced alloys.
Because one must consider large clusters (n &55) in any accurate calculation of the susceptibility of strongly-exchange-enhanced alloys, for simplicity we consider here only site-diagonal cluster theories, within which the intra-atomic Coulomb potential, u(Qi), of the effective medium is chosen to be not only cluster diagonal but also site diagonal. We consider three different self-consistent site-diagonal cluster theories which are analogous to existing cluster band theories: the self- Then, imposing the condition (4.2), it is obvious from Eq. (4.4) that &X; (co) & is equal to X; (co), correct up to terms of order & (tkrtir}2&. Thus, the SSCPA provides the best single-site approximation to the alloy susceptibility, just as it provides the best single-site approximation to the single-particle alloy Green's functions, G;~(co).
In cluster theory one considers the case of a compact n-site cluster embedded in an eftective medium, which may either be determined self-consistently or be chosen in some other way. Unfortunately, the problem of choosing the proper eg'ective medium into which to embed an n-site cluster of real atoms is much more critical in determining the ensemble-averaged uniform susceptibility of an alloy than in determining an alloy density of states. One reason for the criticality is that X(ro) for the aHoy cannot be calculated even in principle solely (4.8b} where 0 denotes the central site of the cluster C, and tĩ s the cluster t matrix. It can be sho~n' that the TMSCCSA always yields analytic results and thus is a theory at least in principle superior to the SCCSA and the SCBSA.
In addition to considering the three site-diagonal selfconsistency conditions discussed above, Eqs. (4.5) -(4.7), we also consider here the self-consistency condition &X( }&, =X( ), (4.8a) or, equivalently,
where the sum over i and j runs over all sites and is not limited to the cluster C. This new self-consistency condition, along with the conditions (4.5) -(4.7), reduces the case of only diagonal disorder to the usual SSCPA selfconsistency conditions (4.1) and (4.2) in the limit of a siiigle site, as ls obvious from Eqs. (2.11) and (3.42).
Also, for the case of geometric o8'-diagonal disorder, the condition (4.8) is very nearly equivalent to the conditions (4.1) and (4.2), as is shown by Eqs. (2.26) and (2.27 Brouers et al, ' and of Van der Rest, which As was recognized by Caroli et 
